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Abstract—Resource allocation and spectrum management are
two major challenges in the massive scale deployment of Internet
of Things (IoT) and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication.
Furthermore, the large number of devices per unit area in
IoT networks also leads to congestion, network overload, and
deterioration of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). To address
these problems, efficient resource allocation play a pivotal role
in optimizing the throughput, delay, and power management
of IoT networks. To this end, most of the existing resource
allocation mechanisms are centralized and do not gracefully
support the heterogeneous and dynamic IoT networks. Therefore,
distributed and Machine Learning (ML)-based approaches are
essential. However, distributed resource allocation techniques also
have scalability problem with large number of devices whereas
the ML-based approaches are currently scarce in the literature.
In this paper, we propose a new distributed block-based Qlearning algorithm for slot scheduling in the smart devices and
Machine Type Communication Devices (MTCDs) participating in
clustered IoT networks. We furthermore, propose various reward
schemes for the evolution of Q-values in the proposed scheme
and, discuss and evaluate their effect on the distributed model.
Our goal is to avoid inter- and intra-cluster interference, and
to improve the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) by employing
frequency diversity in a multi-channel system. Through extensive
simulations, we analyze the effects of the distributed slotassignment (with respect to varying SIR) on the convergence
rate and the convergence probability. Our theoretical analysis
and simulations validate the effectiveness of our proposed method
where, (i) a suitable slot with acceptable SIR levels is allocated
to each MTCD, and (ii) IoT network can efficiently converge
to a collision-free transmission causing minimum intra-cluster
interference. The network convergence is achieved through each
MTCD’s learning ability during the distributed slot allocation.
Index Terms—MTCDs, Clustered IoT network, Machine
Learning, Block Q-learning, Resource allocation

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET of Things (IoT) and Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication networks leverage a large number of heterogeneous devices with sensing, computing, and
communication capabilities. These devices are also referred
to as Machine-Type Communication Devices (MTCDs) that
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generate and transmit massive amount of data [1]. IoT is
poised to create new business opportunities through futuristic
applications in various domains such as, but not limited
to, smart transportation, e-health, smart city, and industrial
automation, to name a few. However, the communication
among different MTCDs, and with the infrastructure results
in simultaneous access of the limited channel resources. This
phenomenon causes channel access problems due to the large
number of MTCDs and their communication characteristics.
Furthermore, the periodic and bursty data transmission, low
power and low proximity communication, and contextual information exchange among MTCDs also cause channel access
problems.
In essence, MTCDs usually transmit small-size data in
each allocated time slot. However, the frequency of data
transmission is much higher as compared to the traditional
communication devices whereas the traditional communication
devices transmit large amount of data but less frequently.
Moreover, the mobility of MTCDs makes the communication more challenging. Therefore, efficient and delay-sensitive
channel access is required for mobile MTCDs [2]. In this
context, sophisticated resource allocation and spectrum management techniques are essential to meet the versatile resource
requirements of the MTCDs in IoT networks.
In this paper, we address the network overload and congestion problems in IoT networks through clustering on the basis
of spatial distribution of MTCDs. Clustering can efficiently reduce the network congestion and increase the energy efficiency
by grouping a large number of MTCDs on various traits [3],
[4]. We also propose a Q-learning algorithm for distributed
slot assignment in the IoT networks. We aim at the slot
assignment in Random Access Network (RAN) of MTCDs in a
clustered IoT environment and define a strategy for controllers
to select appropriate slot in a frame. Since all the controllers
use the same time slots, there will be inter-cluster interference.
Our goal is to assign the MTCDs in each cluster in a way
that the inter-cluster interference is minimized. Additionally,
we perform allocation on a block of slots simultaneously
instead of the individual slots. In the following subsections,
we abstractly discuss the resource allocation in IoT and basic
ML concepts that are leveraged in our solution.
A. Resource Allocation in IoT Networks
Efficient resource allocation is essential in networks because
it affects the overall network performance. The available
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hyper-dimensional radio resources in the network (such as
frequency bands, time slots, orthogonal codes, transmit power,
and transmit-receive beams) must be efficiently managed and
made dynamically adaptive to the fluctuation of wireless
channels and traffic loads. Furthermore, it is at par important to
fairly support the devices according to their Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements in the network with scarce radio resources.
Resource allocation can be mainly performed in two ways, i.e.,
scheduling and Random Access (RA). To this end, Contentionbased Carrier-Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and schedulebased Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schemes are
the obvious choices for channelization (scheduling and random
access) of the MTCDs. CSMA is a natural choice due to its
simplicity and flexibility; however, its performance can be
significantly degraded in case of high contention due to the
high overhead caused by resolving the collisions. Furthermore,
additional packet delay is incurred in case of a competition
for the channel access which increases the probability of
collisions and re-transmissions. In contrast to CDMA, TDMA
generally achieves higher network throughput even in case of
high interference and contention scenarios [5]. Since sensor
network-based IoT applications have heterogeneous nodes
with variable traffic load, neither CSMA nor TDMA alone
is a good choice. Therefore, it is very difficult to achieve time
slots scheduling in a distributed fashion along with the tight
synchronization.
In the wake of the afore-mentioned challenges, efficient
and robust resource allocation algorithms are essential for
heterogeneous IoT networks and more so when the channel
conditions and traffic loads are intermittent. In such environments, distributed resource allocation techniques are more appropriate than the medium access scheduling [6]. Furthermore,
conventional methods of resource allocation are not sufficient
to meet the ever-increasing QoS requirements of the MTCDs
with limited energy and the scarce radio resources. Recent
research results show that Machine Learning (ML)-based
resource allocation techniques outperform the conventional
methods [7], [8]. In the following, we abstractly describe the
ML from a bird’s eye view.
B. Machine Learning (ML) from a Bird’s Eye View
ML is a breed of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that helps
MTCDs learn without explicit programming. ML differs from
the traditional computational approaches in a way that ML
algorithms train MTCDs on input data and use statistical
analysis for predicting the output values. Thus, ML techniques
facilitate communication devices in building models from
training data, and the trained models automate the decision
making based on the input data. ML can be used for modeling,
optimization, prediction and forecasting the future outputs
of the smart systems including IoT networks [9]–[11]. In
the context of networks, ML-based techniques have been
extensively used for channel estimation in Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) systems to improve the end-to-end
performance by learning statistical properties of the wireless
channels [12], [13].
ML techniques are generally classified into three broad
categories based on how the learning is performed, and how

and what type of feedback is received from the environment
on that learning. These categories are supervised, unsupervised
and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is performed
when specific targets are set to achieve from certain inputs. While in unsupervised learning, the environment only
provides inputs without any desired outputs. On the other
hand, Reinforcement Learning (RL) is between supervised
and unsupervised learning, and is performed when specific
results at intermediate states are not defined and only the
collective outcome is defined. In other words, the agent learns
from the feedback received after performing some interaction
with the environment. Q-learning is one of the most popular
RL technique [14] that does not require any knowledge of
the environment for making decisions. Agents learn with
experience by performing actions and reward is assigned to
the agents on the basis of their good or bad actions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes the existing work addressing resource allocation
in M2M and IoT networks using ML techniques. Section III
describes our system model and Section IV presents centralized and distributed methods for resource allocation using
block-based Q-learning in IoT networks. Simulation results are
presented in Section V and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
To date, many techniques such as scheduling, game theory, graph theory and ML have been used for efficient resource allocation in IoT networks [12], [15]. In [15], the
authors analyzed resource allocation problem through both
non-cooperative and cooperative games to maximize their
data rate and minimize the power utilization. Similarly, the
performance of coordinated and uncoordinated transmission
strategies for multiple access is analyzed in [12]. Whereas,
in [16], the authors proposed a predictive resource allocation
scheme employed at the e-Node B (eNB) based on the propagation characteristics of the M2M applications. Furthermore,
in [17], classification of the M2M scheduling techniques is
presented from the perspective of versatile traffic requirements.
Similarly, Fast Adaptive Slotted Aloha (FASA) is proposed in
[18] that takes into account the knowledge of the previous
states of slots that could be either idle, successful, or collided.
This information is exploited to improve the performance
of the access control protocol. Additionally, slotted ALOHA
using Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC), also called
Frame-less ALOHA, is proposed in [19].
The afore-mentioned techniques can ideally guarantee high
performance in M2M scenario in terms of throughput. However, they have the following shortcomings: 1) energy efficiency and complexity aspects are not considered, 2) these
techniques incur higher storage and processing overhead for
eNB, 3) since the energy consumption in MTCDs is a major
concern, frame size has major contribution to energy loss and
has not been taken into account in the existing techniques,
4) the redundant data and control packets that are sent to
eNB as a part of communication process, further increase the
frame size and the network traffic, and 5) IoT applications are
dynamic in nature, i.e., the devices have the ability to quickly
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join and leave the network any time. Therefore, change in the
network topology and network size make resource allocation
more challenging. Due to these limitations of the existing
techniques and dynamic nature of smart devices, ML-based
techniques are recommended [20].
To this end, ML is used as a promising solution for various
challenges faced by the densely populated heterogeneous IoT
networks. These challenges include security, data analytics,
resource allocation, and information routing [5], [21]. ML
algorithms can predict and effectively schedule the available
resources in IoT networks by considering the constituent factors that contribute to the efficient resource scheduling. Hence,
such algorithms consider fluctuation of the wireless channels,
variable traffic loads, QoS requirements, energy consumption
of the smart nodes, and dynamically changing resources such
as transmit power, frequency bands, time slots, and orthogonal
codes. In [22], various ML algorithms are applied for data
analysis in heterogeneous IoT devices and their performance
is evaluated in terms of data processing, energy and efficiency.
In another work [23], the authors discussed sequential learning
and applied it on the IoT devices with stringent memory
and computational constraints. Sequential learning enables IoT
devices to change their transmission parameters adaptive to
the changes in environment. Furthermore, in [24], the authors
proposed a deep learning-based traffic load prediction and
intelligent channel assignment algorithm to avoid congestion
in IoT networks.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is one of the breeds of ML
inspired by behaviorist psychology of agents, i.e., the way
agents take actions and interact with the environment [25].
RL is also recently used for resource management in IoT
networks. In [26], the authors used RL-based approach for
interference mitigation in a macro-cell network underlaid with
self-organized femto-cells. In this scenario, each femto-cell
adapts its strategy and gradually learns by interacting with
its environment. Furthermore, the authors in [27] proposed
an RL algorithm that continuously adapts to the changing
network traffic in deciding which action to take in order to
maximize the energy saving at eNB. In [28], RL framework
is presented for traffic offloading in a stochastic heterogeneous
cellular network. Similarly, in [29], the authors used QoS
performance measures for base station selection in a typical
LTE environment. They used the ratio between the device
throughput and its delay as a selection criterion to switch from
one base station to another. In the same spirit, RL-based base
station selection algorithm is proposed in [30] which allows
MTCDs to choose base station in a self-organizing fashion.
Q-learning algorithms, a category of ML, adapt to the
optimum action by gaining experience with the number of
trials after learning about the environment [31]. Q-learning
based MAC with Informed Receiving (ALOHA-QIR) for
WSN is presented in [32] where frame-based slotted ALOHA
and Q-learning are used to find slots such that the nodes have
certain intelligence to access slots having lower probability of
collision. A decentralized Q-learning technique is proposed in
[33] to manage the interference generated by multiple devices
in the network. Furthermore, Q-learning is employed in [34]
to choose different transmission parameters and to make an

efficient assignment of spectrum and transmit powers in the
cognitive radios. In [35], a distributed Q-learning algorithm is
proposed for sharing spectrum among femtocells and macrocells in a decentralized manner. Another Q-learning RACH
access scheme (QL-RACH) is proposed in [36] to control the
M2M traffic in order to reduce its impact on a cellular network.
It uses ALOHA and an intelligent slot assignment strategy to
avoid collisions among the MTCDs.
However, the performance of these schemes is dominated
by the network traffic especially at the upper load limit. Most
of these schemes have an assumption and restriction of using
a virtual M2M frame having length (in time slots) equal to
the number of MTCDs in the network. This imposes the upper
bound on the number of MTCDs being served simultaneously.
Additionally, every node maintains a Q-value for each slot in
the M2M frame to record the transmission history on that
slot in consecutive frames, which is not an energy efficient
mechanism for the energy-constrained nodes.
We, on the other hand, reduce the computational and time
complexity by introducing the concept of block-based or
clustered slot allocation using Q-learning, which is efficient
as compared to the works presented in [36], [37]. We improve
the efficiency by performing distributed slot assignment that
does not only minimize the inter-cluster interference, but
also benefits from frequency reuse among all the clusters. In
essence, we propose a scalable solution that adapts itself to the
changing conditions of the network, traffic, number of devices
and the available resources. Furthermore, the concept of Qlearning is applied on a block of slots instead of individual
slots. In contrast to the conventional Q-learning method, our
proposed mechanism conserves node energy because the Qvalue records are maintained for multiple slots instead of an
individual slot.

A. Our Contributions
In our work, we implement the clustering of MTCDs with
cluster heads (or controllers) to facilitate the hierarchical
control of resource allocation in massive IoT networks. We
first consider the centralized slot allocation for MTCDs in our
clustered network followed by the distributed assignment.
This work is a continuation of our previous work [5], [38]
in which we first studied various channel allocation strategies
followed by distributed channel assignment in clusters in a way
that inter-cluster interference is minimized. In our previous
work, we compared our distributed channel allocation with
the random access protocol (Aloha). However, it is inefficient
because one slot was utilized by only one cluster and no
spatial reuse of time slots was realized. To address this issue,
in this work, slots can be used simultaneously by more than
one cluster; however, it gives rise to interference. Therefore,
the interference is minimized by using block-based Q-learning
algorithm.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
•

We employ an energy-efficient clustering technique to
overcome the congestion and overload problem in IoT
network by applying K-means algorithm.
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•

•
•

•

•

A centralized graph coloring-based algorithm is proposed
for slot allocation in MTCDs such that minimum intercluster interference is experienced by all the devices.
Q-learning-based distributed slot allocation is proposed
for clustered IoT network.
We perform comparative analysis of the centralized and
distributed slot allocation in terms of average SIR and
admittance rate for the clustered IoT network.
We further analyze the convergence capabilities (convergence time and convergence probability) of the proposed
approach with respect to different parameters.
Finally, we propose various reward schemes for the Qlearning algorithm and perform comparative analysis of
the incentive schemes, and show the dependencies of
system output on the choice of reward scheme.

Let K be the total number of clusters and D be the
maximum number of devices in each cluster.

III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we outline the system model in detail. We
consider a clustered IoT network with downlink communication as shown in Fig. 1. We assume densely populated smart
MTCDs per unit area where a single eNB is not able to serve
all the MTCDs in an efficient manner. Therefore, we use Kmeans clustering algorithm to make four clusters of smart
MTCDs. A single eNB is considered which communicates
only with the cluster heads instead of each device. MTCD
controllers are responsible for data aggregation and transmission to their respective MTCDs as shown in Fig. 1. When more
than one controllers transmit in the same time slot, interference
is experienced as a result of such uncoordinated transmission.
For instance, cluster heads 2 and 4 tend to transmit data to their
associated MTCDs in slot 1 and experience the interference
as shown by “Data” in red color. While cluster heads 1 and
3 transmit in slot 4 and slot 2, respectively and perform
interference-free data transmission as shown by “Data” in
black color.
We consider a TDMA-based IoT network having a frame
of T slots and a controller for each cluster sends data to its
associated devices in these slots. Following is the detail of
problem formulation.

Fig. 1. Clustered IoT/M2M network.

Fig. 2. Frame allocation and interference. (T = 3, K = 3, D = 3)

Each device in a cluster will be assigned a time slot for data
transmission. Let ith device in j th cluster is denoted by Uij . In
the Fig. 2, slot 1 in cluster 1 is assigned to user 1. Similarly,
slot 1 in cluster 2 is assigned to user 1 of cluster 2, whereas slot
1 in cluster 3 is assigned to user 3 of the cluster 3. Let the rth
frame is denoted as Fr , and frames with user assignment can
be explained as: frame 1 for cluster 1 is F1 = [U11 , U31 , U21 ].
Similarly, in the previous example, F2 = [U12 , U22 , U32 ] and
F3 = [U33 , U13 , U23 ] are frame 1 of cluster 2 and cluster 3,
respectively.
We use TDMA within the cluster and all devices (in each
cluster) share the same frequency but are scheduled at different
times. Therefore, there is no intra-cluster interference. However, since each time slot is used (simultaneously) by all the
controllers (or clusters), there will be inter-cluster interference.
Our aim is to assign slots to the devices in each cluster in a
way that the inter-cluster interference is minimized. To achieve
this goal, we use Q-learning algorithm.
Let the interference between different clusters in slot t
is denoted by Et on a particular frequency channel. This
interference is the function of different devices assigned to the
slot t in each cluster. In case of Fig. 2, slot t = 1 is assigned to
devices 1, 1, 3 associated with cluster 1, 2, 3, respectively. Let
γt be the resulting SIR of devices in the slot t. The SIR can
be written as: γt = f (U11 , U12 , U23 ), where f () is the function
of slot assignment to MTCDs in each cluster. We calculate the
actual power transmitted by each controller to its associated
devices. This transmitted power is function of the distance
between the controller and associated devices, and also the
received power which is used to calculate the interference
received by devices sharing the same time slot. Afterwards,
we calculate the SIR for each device in all the clusters. Our
goal is to find the combination of devices assigned to slot
t in such a way that the interference is minimum and SIR
(achieved by each device) is maximum. In the above example
with three clusters, it can be written as:
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max γt , ∀t, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Uij

subject to
|Fr | = T, ∀r

(1)

where Fr is the number of devices assigned in rth frame.
The above constraint means that all devices are assigned with
slots in all the frames and no frame should be left empty. In
a general case where there are T slots, R frames, K clusters
and D MTCDs, the problem can be written as: At each time
instant t,
max γt , ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T
(2)
s.t. |Fr | = T, ∀r = 1, 2, ...., R
(3)
1
1
2
2
K
K
U = [(U1 , ..., UD ), (U1 , ..., UD ), ...., (U1 , ..., UD )](4)
Equation 2 is used to maximize the SIR in all time slots
achieved by all the devices. We present a solution to this
maximization problem using block-based Q learning. In our
proposed method, each cluster head learns with experience
about a specific slot that is assigned to a specific device within
a cluster and it will maximize the SIR achieved by that device.
This should hold true for all the devices during all the frames.
U is the vector that consists of all the devices in each cluster.
Here, each MTCD is numbered from 1 to D, and we assume
equal number of devices in each cluster.
IV. P ROPOSED S OLUTION FOR E FFICIENT R ESOURCE
A LLOCATION
In this section we discuss our proposed resource allocation
techniques. Slots are assigned either in centralized or distributed way. In the centralized method, one controller or eNB
is responsible for slot allocation to all of its associated devices.
While in the distributed method, all the controllers assign
slots to associated devices independently (without considering
other controller assignments) and distributively, and modify
their slot allocation according to the interference experienced
by the associated devices. We first perform centralized slot
allocation using conflict graph method followed by distributed
slot assignment using RL technique. In the centralized method,
eNB or controller is responsible for the formation of conflict
graph and it broadcasts the conflict free slot assignment to
all the controllers/heads or MTCDs. We use graph coloring
method for conflict-free and least interference slot assignment,
and afterwards this slot schedule is advertised by the controller
to all the MTCDs in its cluster. While in the distributed slot
assignment, each controller is responsible for the formation
and advertisement of the slot schedules. In the following, we
explain these methods in detail.
A. Centralized Slot Allocation
Downlink data transmission from controllers to their respective MTCDs is analogous to many independent point-to-point
flows in the network. A best scheduling assignment is the
conflict-free assignment which is sometimes very hard due to
the existence of large number of MTCDs per unit area. In this

regard, we try to assign slots where all MTCDs are able to
maintain the required threshold of SIR. The conflicting node
transmissions are determined based on an interference graph
in the centralized assignment.
In essence, IoT network is represented by a graph G =
(V, E), where V is the set of nodes in the graph. These nodes
correspond to D + K = |V |, the total number of MTCDs and
controllers in the network. E represents the transmission links
that are to be established and scheduled between K controllers
and D associated MTCDs.
A node in a network may interfere with, or overhear another
node, therefore these nodes should not transmit and receive
simultaneously. The interference graph C = (V, I) is formed
by the estimation of SIR level among various nodes. I ⊂
V × V is the set of edges such that (i, p) ∈ I, and i and
p belong to n and m clusters respectively, if either i or p
can overhear each other and potentially interfere each other.
Therefore, if i is currently an active receiver, p should not be
scheduled to receive from the controller at the same time. To
this end, any conflicting nodes are not colored with the same
color.
Coloring a graph (nodes) is analogous to assigning a time
slot to various MTCDs. The controller corresponding to each
cluster should take into account the interferes within its
range while generating schedules. After assigning the colors
to the nodes, the controllers broadcast this information to
the neighboring controllers. Neighboring controllers assign
the time slots to the nodes associated to them, taking into
account the already assigned potentially conflicting nodes
which are associated with previous controllers. In Algorithm 1,
we outline the steps for the proposed slot assignment followed
by their explanation using interference graph coloring. In our
solution, we consider the frame size of 8 slots as an example.
Algorithm 1 SIR-based slot allocation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Input: (i) Controllers: 1, 2, . . . , K, (ii) MTCDs in each
clusters: 1, 2, . . . , D and (iii) Time slots: 1, 2, . . . , T .
Output: Assignment of T slots for D MTCDs in K
clusters
Initialize: k ∗ ← 0, k new ← 0
k ∗ ← the controller that has highest number of MTCDs
Randomly assign slots to MTCDs in k ∗
while Time slots are available do
k new ← the farthest controller from k ∗
Compute the SIR received by each MTCD in k new for
each available time slots
Assign the time slots to the MTCDs that maximizes
their received SIR.
k ∗ ← k new
end while

It can be seen that for T number of total available time-slots
and D number of devices in each cluster, the complexity of
Algorithm 1 is O (T × D).
1) Interference graph and coloring: In Fig. 3, three clusters
are shown, and these clusters are served by cluster heads n, m
and l, respectively. We note that MTCD i is served by cluster
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Fig. 3. Interference graph.

head n and Gni denotes the channel gain between them. Pni
denotes the transmission power of cluster head n. Expression
for the SIR at MTCD (with neglected noise) i is given by:
γti (i−→n) = PK

Pni Gni

j=1
j6=n
O∈Ii

PjO GjO

,

(5)

interference perspective, both MTCDs i and p can safely
communicate (transmit and receive) in the same time slot
and interference caused by them is below the threshold.
Furthermore, the overhearing is not significant to obstruct
the reliable communication. This obstruction or interference is not significant and both the MTCDs are able to
maintain the required SIR. If it is not the case, then
both MTCDs are declared as interfering neighbors and
are assigned different slots.
• After slot assignment is carried out for all the MTCDs
in a second cluster, next cluster is picked up whose
controller is nearest to the former, and the same process
is repeated. This continues for all the clusters till least
interference slot is assigned to the entire network.
We used the above centralized allocation technique to obtain
conflict-free slot assignment as shown in Fig. 4, where x-axis
and y-axis denote the coordinates of a grid. We obtain Fig. 4
by using 8 slots per frame, to better explain the conflict graph
and the color assignment. MTCDs using the same time slots
are shown with same color. This slot assignment is carried out
in a way that minimum interference is experienced by all the
MTCDs sharing same time slots. Color assignment is shown
in Table I.
50

where Ii is the set of MTCDs in a cell that can potentially
interfere with MTCD i. Let Pmp and Plk be the transmitted
power from m and l controllers intended for p and k MTCDs
in their own clusters, respectively. This transmission is overheard by the MTCD i as three of them are using the same time
slot t. Channel from controllers m and l to MTCD i is given
by Gmi and Gli , respectively. Therefore, Eq. 5 is modified as:

45
40
35
30
25
20
15

γti (i−→n)

Pni Gni
=
Pmp Gmi + Plk Gli

(6)

5

Similarly, SIR of the MTCD p served by cluster head m is
given by:
Pmp Gmp
γtp (p−→m) = PK
j=1 PjO GjO

10

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

Fig. 4. Slot Assignment

(7)

j6=m
O∈Ii

2) Slot assignment: To further explain our model, let us
assume that there are 3 slots in a frame, 12 MTCDs are
served simultaneously by the controller and 13 onwards will
experience denial of service. No two MTCDs will have the
same slot within the cluster but two MTCDs of different cluster
share the same slot. In the following, we explain various steps
of slot assignment.
• We start with the cluster of maximum MTCDs and we
assume that the time slots are sequentially assigned to all
members.
• Distance to all the controllers is calculated. After that, we
search for the potential interfering MTCDs starting from
the cluster of the closest controller.
• Time slots are assigned to MTCD i in an iterative way
to calculate the SIR. Time slot giving the optimum
value of SIR is assigned to the respective MTCD. From

TABLE I
C OLOR A SSIGNMENT
Slot no.
1
2
3
4

Color assigned
yellow
blue
cyan
magenta

Slot no.
5
6
7
8

Color assigned
green
white
black
red

3) Shortcomings of the centralized approach: A centralized network architecture has single server or controller that
handles all the major processing tasks. Centralized resource
allocation techniques harness the benefits of consistency, efficiency, and firm control over the individual devices and network. However, lack of scalability and single point of failure
does not make it a good choice for the resource allocation
in distributed and heterogeneous IoT networks. Also, there
is marked increase in the traffic due to exchange of control
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messages for managing central control among the controller
and associated nodes. On the other hand, decentralized network architecture distributes workloads among several devices
instead of relying on central server or controller.
B. Distributed Slot Allocation
Without loss of generality, decentralized resource allocation
methods have a visible edge over the conventional centralized
counterparts. Various benefits such as increased system reliability, scalability, and privacy are achieved through distributed
resource allocation. Also, there is no single point of failure
and the privacy is achieved by passing data through various
devices instead of single server or a controller. Keeping in
mind the distributed nature of most of the IoT applications,
distributed resource allocation techniques seem to be better
choice as compared to its counterpart.
In the distributed implementation of slot assignment, joint
learning and actions are carried out by each controller independent of each other. As controllers are independent of each
other and eNB is not involved in any traffic exchange, we refer
to it as a distributed approach. There are multiple agents with
multiple actions in the considered scenario; therefore, we use
Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) algorithm to
perform distributed slot assignment [39], [40]. There are two
distinct ways in which Q-learning can be applied to a multiagent system, MARL and Join Action Learner (JAL). MARL
algorithm is an Independent Learner (IL) algorithm because
the agents perform their actions, obtain rewards and update
their Q-values independent of the actions performed by other
agents [41]. On the other hand, in JAL, an agent learns Qvalues by performing joint action and it is also influenced by
the actions of other agents. In our case, each controller takes
actions independent of each other; therefore, it is MARL with
IL. But individual Q-value is affected by the decisions of other
controllers, therefore, they are also JALs. As there is not any
joint Q-value and joint reward update, our problem falls into
both categories. More precisely, our problem is identified as
distributed and decentralized MARL with the combination of
JAL and IL.
1) Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL): RL is
a mathematical tool for modeling the interactions between
agents, i.e., controllers and cluster heads, providing them with
the capability of learning which can enable them to make
certain decisions [42]. In this work, we deal with a multi-agent
scenario in which each controller learns from its environment
about the suitability of its slot assignment. Each controller
transmits data to its associated MTCD during a specific time
slot and on a specific frequency channel, which are shared
by all the controllers. This results in interference during
transmission. Every controller learns from previous experience
and schedules its MTCDs in a way that minimum interference
is caused to the neighboring controller with whom it shares
the slot and frequency channel.
2) Block Q-Learning for IoT network: We introduce a
new concept of block Q-learning or clustered Q-learning. In
essence, we consider distributed slot assignment in which
controllers are independent of each others’ decisions and

actions. If slot-wise learning is performed, the complexity
space increases exponentially with increase in the number
of MTCDs because each device has to learn with respect to
every other device in the network. We propose block-based
slot assignment in which each controller assigns slots to all of
its associated devices simultaneously (and not on individual
basis). Q-learning is employed to learn with experience as
to which slots are suitable for all the devices in the cluster,
in one go, i.e., all the devices are assigned with slots at
the same instant and under one action (for all). This way,
the computational complexity will decrease and the efficiency
will be improved because each cluster learns about the best
suitable slots with experience which is influenced by the
actions performed by other clusters.
C. Distributed Block-based Q-learning
The proposed distributed block-based Q-learning approach
is based on the learning experience of controllers on a set
or block of slots simultaneously. Reward function is assigned
to the block of slots instead of an individual slot, and Qvalues are also updated for the block of slots in contrast to the
conventional Q-learning mechanism. Furthermore, devices are
also combined into a group, i.e., each controller assigns reward
values and acquires indirect feedback and experience (of good
or bad slot allocation in terms of the obtained SIR) for all the
devices instead of individual device. Figure 5 illustrates the
flow-chart of our proposed block-based Q-learning algorithm.
Data is transmitted by controllers and each controller has
a number of blocks (slot combinations) available for data
transmission to its associated MTCDs as shown in Eq. 11.
Each block is initialized with zero Q-values and is updated on
the basis of the achieved reward. The process is repeated for
all the available blocks and the Q-values of all the blocks are
compared. A block with the highest Q-value is selected only
if achievable SIR (for each slot) is more than the acceptable
threshold.
It can be seen that for L number of iterations and N number
of frames, the complexity of the distributed scheme is O(L ×
N ).
1) Block description: Let (D)K be the total number of
blocks available to be used by all the controllers, where K
is the number of clusters and D is the number of devices
in each cluster. From this set, each controller will select one
block on the basis of previous Q-values and then calculates
the reward on the basis of the received SIR.
We define a matrix γ, where rows represent the number of
cluster heads and columns represent the SIR of each associated
device of all controllers.
By considering the device assignment in Fig. 2, the matrix
γ is obtained as follows:


γ11 γ13 γ12
γ =  γ21 γ22 γ23  ,
(8)
γ33 γ31 γ32
where γi,j represents SIR of the ith device in the j th cluster.
After calculating the SIR for each device, the controller checks
if it meets the required γ th . or not. Using the relation in Eq.
12, 0 00 and 0 10 are assigned and the matrix γ̂ is obtained.
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•

•

Fig. 5. Flow chart of Block Q-learning




1 1 1
γ̂ =  1 0 1  ,
0 1 0

(9)

The discrete values for SIRs depend on whether they meet
the threshold or not, and are assigned in γ̂. For instance,
second and third device of cluster 3, and second device of
cluster 2 did not meet the required threshold; therefore, 0 is
assigned. While the rest of the devices in all the clusters meet
the required threshold, therefore, 1 is assigned. After obtaining
the matrix γ̂, reward Rbl is obtained using Eq. 16 as explained
below.
2) Q-Value update: We use stateless Q-learning in our
proposed scheme to obtain the learning experience. Each
controller has individual Q values for every block and the
controllers select the block such that maximum number of
MTCDs are able to meet the required SIR threshold. Q values
are denoted by Q(j, Tbl , w) and these values represent the
action taken by the controller j on the block of slots Tbl to
obtain the frequency channel w, and α is the learning rate.
We use w = 1 and same approach can be used for multiple
frequencies as well. All previous Q values and the current
reward contribute to the Q value update using the following
expression:
bl
Qn+1 (j, Tbl , w) = Qn (j, Tbl , w) + α(Rn+1
− Qn (j, Tbl , w))
(10)
To this end, the reward is calculated when actions are
performed by the agents, followed by the Q value update,
as follows:

Agent: MTCD controller (or cluster heads) j, ∀1 ≤ j ≤
K, are the agents running Q-learning algorithm. These
controllers perform the selection of the best block of slots
for their associated devices.
ˆ
Action: A(n) = aj,Tbl (n), Tbl ∈ [Tbl1 , ..., TblD ], where
aj,T (n) is defined as the action of j th controller at time
instance n and the aim is to choose a block Tˆbl out of Tbl ,
where |Tbl | = (D!) is the number of blocks available to
each controller while (D)K is the total number of blocks.
For instance, block combinations for controller 1 having
three associated devices are 3! = 6, and they are:

U1 U2 U3




U1 U3 U2



U2 U1 U3
Tbl =
(11)
U2 U3 U1




U3 U2 U1



U3 U1 U2

The order of each block gives the allocation sequence for
each associated device. For example, first block indicates
that the first device is assigned to first slot, second device
to the second slot, and third device to the third slot.
Exploration strategy: Actions are performed by cluster heads using un-directed exploration technique [43].
Considering the pros and cons of various un-directed
exploration techniques, we used the combination of the
naive algorithm and the greedy algorithm. Cluster heads
start with a random selection (naive algorithm) of one
block from a set of available blocks and afterwards select
block on the basis of Q-learning preferences (greedy
algorithm). It will pick the block with highest Q-value.
If the reward of current action is less than the action in
the previous step, it will follow the naive strategy and
sequentially pick the next block in the available blocks.
• Reward: is defined as the benefit that controllers will get
in terms of SIR as described below.
Reward calculation: We assign the reward in two stages:
1) In the first step, calculate SIR for the individual slots
and interpret SIR into discrete values as follows:

1, γ ≥ γ th ,
Rsl =
(12)
0, γ < γ th ,
where γ th is the required threshold of SIR by the
MTCDs for proper functionality. Using this reward
function and Eq. 9, matrix γ̂ is obtained.
2) In the second step, actual reward allocation on a block
of slots is followed by Q-value update. Rbl is calculated
by counting the number of 1’s in the γ̂ as follows (for
the above example):

1
all 10 s,



−1 one 0,
Rbl =
(13)
−2 two 00 s,



−3 all 00 s.
Block reward is 1 if the reward for all slots is equal to 1,
while block reward is -3 when the total reward for all the
slots is 0. If two slots have 0 reward, then block reward is -2.
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that a two-slot combination will always be selected because
it can increase the Q-values. Hence, in the optimistic scheme,
we can have multiple slot combinations that can increase the
Q-value with a possibility that the Q-value is only maximum
for that reward, but not the maximum over all rewards. This
is the similar case with the balanced scheme, although it will
happen less frequently due to a higher difference between the
two positive rewards.

3
R=3
R=2

2.5

R=1
R=-1

2

R=0.5
R=-0.5

1.5

Q-value

Whereas block reward is -1 if only one slot has reward equal
to 0.
3) Rewards schemes: We propose three different reward
schemes as follows.
• Pessimistic reward (R1): If all the MTCDs of a cluster
reach the required SIR threshold, 1 is assigned to each
slot in a block, and then block reward is assigned as
1. If only 2 devices get the required SIR, block will
have one 0 and two 10 s, and block reward is assigned
as −1. Hence, for our reward scheme, number of 00 s are
counted to determine the reward. MTCDs are penalized
more for wrong selection of the slots and rewarded less
for the good choice in this scheme. This choice of reward
scheme depends on the type of IoT application scenario.
Therefore, some applications require more strict selection
than others. For the given example in matrix γ̂, reward
assignment is given below:

 1,
−1,
Rbl =
(14)

−2.

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
0

•

•

Additionally, there are two more reward schemes explained below:
Optimistic reward (R2):

3
all 10 s,



2 two 10 s,
(15)
Rbl =
1
one 1,



0
−1 no 1 s.
Balanced reward (R3):

1
all 10 s,



0.5
one 0,
Rbl =
−0.5
two
00 s,



−1
no 10 s.

(16)

After obtaining Rbl , Q values are updated using Eq. 10.
Controllers will learn by experience which block is good for
the data transmission by comparing their Q values. Block with
higher Q values will always be preferred by the controller j
for frequency w, i.e.,
I j,w = maxTbl ,j,w Qt (j, Tbl , w)

(17)

At the bootstrapping phase, all the Q values are initialized
to 0. If multiple blocks have the same Q value, controllers
randomly select one of them.
All three schemes can be better explained and compared
with the example in Table II. We have three clusters and each
cluster has three users. Three slots in a frame have to be
assigned by controllers to their MTCDs in way to minimize the
interference. We consider the block allocation in one cluster
with the same situation for all three reward schemes. In the
pessimistic scheme, as there is only a single positive reward,
only the combination of slots which gives that reward, will
lead to an increasing Q-value. All other combinations will
decrease the Q-values and hence should not be selected. In the
optimistic scheme, as there are multiple rewards, it is possible

100

200
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500

600

700

800

900

1000

Iterations

Fig. 6. Evolution of Q-values vs iteration for various rewards

4) Evaluation and comparison of reward schemes: We
compare various reward schemes in Table II and illustrate the
performance of our algorithm with respect to different rewards
in Fig. 6. We show the evolution of Q-values versus iterations
for different reward values. For better illustration, we assume a
low value of α (learning rate) and assume that only one reward
is selected till the end of all iterations. This way, we obtain six
evolving Q-values, one for each reward over 1000 iterations.
As it can be seen, positive rewards lead to increasing and
negative rewards lead to decreasing Q-values. If the difference
of rewards is less, difference between the evolving Q-values

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF REWARD SCHEMES

Block selection
U1 U2 U3
U1 U3 U2
U2 U1 U3
U2 U3 U1
U3 U1 U2
U3 U2 U1
U1 U2 U3
U1 U3 U2
U2 U1 U3
U2 U3 U1
U3 U1 U2
U3 U2 U1
U1 U2 U3
U1 U3 U2
U2 U1 U3
U2 U3 U1
U3 U1 U2
U3 U2 U1

Pessimistic
reward
QBlock
value
√
-0.5
0
0
0
0
0
-0.5
√
-1
0
0
0
0
-0.5
-1
√
1
0
0
0

Optimistic
reward
QBlock
value
√
1
0
0
0
0
0
√
1.5

√

0.5
0
0
0
0
0

Balanced
reward
QBlock
value
√
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
√
-.125
0
0
0
0
0
-.125
√
0.25
0
0
0
0

Time

t=1

t=2

t=3
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is also less, e.g., for reward R = 3 and R = 2, the Q-values
are close, whereas for R = 1 and R = 0.5, the difference is
more. In fact, for R = 0.5, a similar Q-value as R = 1 takes
much more iterations as compared to R = 2 and R = 3.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present the simulation results and discuss
the performance of our proposed distributed algorithm. We
first discuss the simulation environment followed by discussion on the obtained results.

MTCDs. Also, this communication increases network traffic
and it may cause network congestion. Partially distributed
scheme has moderate communication complexity and communication occurs only between controllers and MTCDs.
Whereas fully distributed scheme has lowest communication
complexity than the other two schemes. There is no direct
communication among MTCDs, controllers and eNB. Only
ACK and NACK signals are exchanged between controllers
and the associated devices.
D. Simulation Results

We use MATLAB software to model our system. The
simulation parameters and their values are summarized in
Table III. We use a grid of 50m×50m, where x and y axis
denote the distance units over which 4 cluster heads and 12
devices are uniformly distributed. Clusters are formed on the
basis of spatial distribution.
TABLE III
PARAMETERS AND VALUES
Symbol
K=4
D=3
T =3
Uj
γ th = 2, 4, .., 10
Pr = 1 mW

Definition
Number of clusters/MTCD controllers
Number of devices in each cluster
Number of slots in each frame
Set of MTCDs in j th cluster
SIR Threshold
Received power

B. Performance Analysis
We analyze our proposed algorithm in heterogeneous M2M
and IoT network scenarios. First of all, we compare the
centralized and distributed techniques and then analyze the
convergence time (one time unit is one time slot) and convergence probability at various SIR threshold levels. We further
analyze the effect of varying SIR thresholds on the admittance
rate of MTCDs with the help of cumulative success probability. Admittance rate of MTCDs is defined as the number of
MTCDs able to access the channel achieving acceptable SIR
threshold per unit time. Moreover, we show that our proposed
algorithm achieves acceptable SIR efficiency with minimum
interference in distributed scenario.
C. Centralized versus Distributed Implementation
Before we discuss the simulation results, we discuss the
comparison between centralized and distributed schemes. This
comparison is based on inter- and intra-cluster interference,
complexity and the number of users per slot. Inter-cluster
interference is avoided in fully distributed scheme and minimized in rest of the two. While the intra-cluster interference
is avoided in all three schemes. Number of users transmitting
in one slot is more than one in the centralized and partially
distributed schemes while only one user per slot can transmit
in fully distributed scheme. Centralized scheme has the highest communication complexity due to duplex communication
among eNB and controllers, and among the controller and

Through extensive simulations, we compare the centralized
and distributed slot allocation and show the superiority of
latter in terms of admittance rate. In Fig. 7, admittance rate
for both types of slot allocation at various SIR thresholds is
shown. It is evident that more MTCDs satisfy the required
SIR threshold in distributed allocation. This is due to the
repeated reward calculation and resulting slot allocation. The
convergence criteria for the block-based Q-learning algorithm
is to maximize the number of MTCDs qualifying the given
SIR threshold. Figure 8 shows the average SIR for both
types of allocation for various SIR threshold. Centralized
allocation outperforms the distributed allocation which is due
to less number of MTCDs admitted at the same SIR level as
compared to the distributed allocation. This is due to the fact
that centralized allocation emphasizes only on maximum SIR
rather than maximizing the number of admitted users. While
in the distributed allocation, both admitted users and SIR are
considered.
To this end, distributed allocation performs well in terms
of computational complexity and time. The block-based Qlearning approach enables controllers to allocate slots to all
of their associated MTCDs simultaneously and thus improves
the efficiency. Additionally, there is no involvement of eNB
in slot allocation by the controllers which reduces the burden
on eNb and also significantly reduces the network traffic.
100
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distributed
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Admittance Rate %

A. Simulation Environment
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Fig. 7. Admittance rate for centralized and distributed allocation

1) Distributed implementation: Distributed resource allocation is better than the centralized in many aspects. In
the centralized approach, a central controller has access to
the global channel and network knowledge, and hence it
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Fig. 8. Average SIR for centralized and distributed allocation
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Fig. 9. Convergence probability at various reward schemes; R1:Pessimistic,
R2: Optimistic, R3:Balanced
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Fig. 10. Convergence time at various reward schemes; R1: pessimistic, R2:
optimistic, R3: balanced

is capable of making coordination and resource allocation
decisions. Through this approach, the resources are assigned
to all the devices in the network. Without an efficient and
fast infrastructure, centralized allocation is a challenging task
due to the exchange of inter-cell scheduling information and
large amount of feedback required by the controllers to send
all the information. Also, complexity increases exponentially
with the increased number of devices. The distributed strategy
reduces both signaling and feedback requirements as compared to its counterpart. Distributed schemes are scalable and
the information exchange among devices and the resulting
overhead is according to the size of the network (number
of associated devices). Hence, in the following, we further
analyze the distributed scheme using Q-learning).
2) Reward schemes: Figures 9 and 10 show the comparison
among various reward schemes. We used convergence probability and convergence time as the comparison metrics for
various schemes. Performance of the algorithm depends upon
the underlying reward scheme. We can see in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10 that pessimistic reward (R1) outperforms the rest of two
schemes. It has highest convergence probability as immediate
rewards are biased towards negative values which enables
controllers to try different combinations of slot allocation. This
increases the possibility of convergence. While for the optimistic reward scheme, immediate rewards are biased towards
positive values and there are more chances that controllers are
biased to pick up the same combinations (as it gives positive
reward to them). Therefore, there is a small probability that the
controllers will pick up new combinations for slot allocations.
Hence, there are less chances of convergence as controllers
will keep on adopting the same combination of slot allocation.
Most of the times, the algorithm is unable to allocate the
slots, the only time it is able to do that is when the initial
slot allocation matches (or is very close to) the required slot
allocation. Thus, when the initial slot allocation is close to the
required allocation, the algorithm converges quickly.
The reason for such performance and the dependency on
reward schemes can be explained by observing the degree of
adaptation to positive or negative rewards in each scheme. In
the pessimistic scheme, there is only a single positive reward
and that is awarded only when all three slots meet the required
SIR threshold. In other words, Q-value is only increased
when all three slots meet the acceptable SIR criteria. In the
optimistic scheme, there are multiple positive rewards which
means that even when there is only a single slot that meets the
SIR threshold, the reward is still positive which will increase
the Q-value. In the balanced scheme, the Q-value will only
increase when a minimum of two slots meet the required SIR
threshold. The proposed algorithm selects the block that has
the maximum Q-value. In case of pessimistic scheme,selected
block can only be the one where all slots meet the required
threshold. In case of optimistic and balanced schemes, there
can be multiple blocks that will lead to a higher Q-value.
Thus, it means that the solution given by the optimistic and
balanced schemes is not always unique and is dependent on
the initialization.
From above numerical and simulation results, pessimistic
reward scheme appears to be the best choice in the current
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increase in SIR threshold, less configurations of MTCDs can
fulfill the required thresholds (as shown in Fig. 11). Hence, the
simulation converges less number of times as the SIR threshold
increases, indicating that it is difficult for all MTCDs to get
the desired threshold simultaneously.
1
0.95

Admittance Rate (%)

settings. We apply this reward scheme for the further analysis
of our algorithm.
3) Convergence time: In Fig. 11, convergence time is
shown with respect to various SIR thresholds. Convergence
time is defined as the time taken by the controllers to learn
with repeated data transmission and resulting Q-values for
the selection of best block and best time slots for their
data transmission. Convergence is declared when there is no
further change in the block selection and slot assignment. We
calculate the convergence time obtained over 1000 iterations
and average the results. Different values of SIR varying from
2 to 10 in a step-size of 2 are used to study the change in
convergence time. Convergence time varies from 2 to 9 slots
and it increases with the increase in the SIR threshold. This
is because of the fact that with increasing threshold, there
are less configurations of MTCDs that can meet the required
threshold. This is an expected behavior as it is difficult for all
the MTCDs to meet the required SIR threshold. Furthermore,
the controllers take more time to learn with experience to
figure out how to pick up the best block.

0.9
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Fig. 13. Successful smart devices/MTCDs at various SIR thresholds

Fig. 12. Convergence probability at various SIR thresholds

5) Admittance rate: In Fig. 13, cumulative distribution
function is used to study the effect of SIR threshold on the
number of MTCDs meeting the required SIR level. It shows
only the number of successful MTCDs at each threshold level
provided that all of them meet the convergence criteria. For
example at γ = 10, all of the MTCDs meet the required
SIR criteria (i.e., all the MTCDs will get the SIR greater
than SIR threshold) 50% of time. We can also see that as the
SIR level increases, convergence probability decreases and all
the devices do not meet the required threshold. As the SIR
threshold is decreased, increase in the number of satisfying
MTCDs is observed. When the number of MTCDs is 8 and
the admittance rate is 0.5, it means that only 4 MTCDs are
admitted. For γ = 2, all the MTCDs are admitted as the
threshold is lower enough. This can also be seen from Fig. 11
and Fig. 12, where at γ = 2, the convergence time is minimum
and convergence probability is maximum. For γ = 4 to 8, the
admittance rate starts decreasing from 10 MTCDs and goes
to 0.5 for 12 MTCDs. γ = 10 has the lowest admittance
rate. A decreasing trend of admittance with respect to SIR
threshold can be seen which shows that, with an increase of
SIR threshold, lower number of MTCDs will be admitted.
Figure 14 shows the percentage of the MTCDs satisfying
the given SIR threshold criteria. Three SIR levels, 2, 6, and 10
are used to perform the analysis. We can see that for γ = 2,
90% of times all the MTCDs reach the required level while
for γ = 6, this number reduces to 75% and for γ = 10, it is
reduced to 30%.

4) Convergence probability: Fig. 12 shows the convergence
probability for various SIR thresholds. Convergence probability is defined as ratio of the number of times the simulation
converges and the total number of iterations. As mentioned,
the SIR is varied from 2 to 10 in a step size of 2. A decreasing
trend in convergence probability can be observed between 0.5
and 0.9. We can see that when SIR threshold is increased, the
convergence probability is decreased. It is because with the

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed a distributed slot allocation
mechanism in random access network of MTCDs and presented a strategy for the selection of time slots by MTCD
controllers. We showed that distributed slot assignment outperforms the centralized mechanism in the IoT networks in terms
of computational complexity and time. Our proposed resource
allocation mechanism employs block-based Q-learning. We
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also investigated both analytically and through simulation,
the relationship between SIR threshold and the convergence
probability. It was observed that the convergence probability
decreases with increase in the SIR threshold. We further
showed that it takes longer to converge at higher values of
SIR threshold. For the future work, we aim at extending the
same work for various reward schemes explained in this paper.
Also, we aim to use Q-learning within a distributive shared slot
OFCDM environment. Controllers will learn with experience
as to which code and spreading is preferred for them for the
lowest interference and frequency diversity.
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